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- : New te, Lim 26°28
»I attended a meeting of the Ambrican Meteorological Society, delivered
a paper entitled, “AEC Atmospheric Radfieactivity Studies", spent an
evening with Vonnegut end Moore of Arthur D.. Little Co., and an after-
moon at HASL. January 279 at MIT I participated in an exploratory meet-
ing with cloud physicists and gecochentsts to set up a cooperative study

~ pf -sadie.rainowt, and spent the afternoon with Starr's group. I spent
, S an.30with Martell at Air Force Casbridge Research Center.
as a

ne “ - AMS Meeting & Hardtack tracer release

ea
Oe, Zz S learance for my paper was received vie Eisenbud a few ainutes before
Hoe & Tuesdsy afternoon session of the AMS at which it was to be read.
O. Y A S on press, represented by Sullivan of the N.Y. Times, Blakeslermof AP
Ze5 PR] ow SS Gamarekian of the Washington Fost, showed en interest in the Hard-
mes 2 Q tracer inforwation. Gamarekian asked whether the tracers had been

OL6 x | * troduced deliberately for this purpose. I anewered: “The rhodium -
AKO = NF es. The tungsten - no." Sullivan asehed whether the tracers had been
A a; Sm tected. I answered: “There is a delay in analysis. As of last
~ - S| 5 | 4 Gctober, the rhodium has not been detactad; the tungsten has been."
a Oo = ~  { was asked whether both tracers were on all Hardtack shots, and I

zo a if “no", Clippings are attached.
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Analysis of certain groups of research samples was discussed vith Harley
and Whitney. It was agreed:

(a) Armour particle-size fractions will be analyzed for $r-90 and total
beta.

(b) General Mills Ash Can research semples will be counted as soon as
received and the grose beta counted sent to Stern, then they will be

analyzed for $r°9 sr and cel44,

(c} General Mills stratospheric particle size fractions, to be obtained
thie Spring, will also set ea quick beta count for Stern, followed by
 

analysis for Sr°9, sr3U, ere. Cal37, pelax and WIS5.
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3e MIT = Rain study

The Thursday mornin, weeting was attended by Dr. Pauline Austin and
Messrs. Newell and Fleisher..of the Radakeiteteorolosy group, Drs.
Victor Starr, £&. Lorenz and %. White of the General Circulation
Project, Prof. Winchester of the Ceology Department, Drs. &. iartell
and Cc. Junge of the Air Force Cambridge Research Center, Dr. L. ‘achta
of the Weather bureau, and syself. In order to learn more about both
the scavenging of particulates by rain and the physics of precipitation,
it was agreed:

(a) The MIT studies of total beta activity in very short-period rain
samples, collected by a 25 square foot collector, should be continued
and modified to include counting both the filtrate and the residue.

(b) For selected cases, these 1/2 - liter samples should be recombined
and sent to Dr. Martell for Sr70 and ph210 analysis.

(c) DOr. Junge will analyze these seme samples for natural salts, the
vertical concentration profiles of which sre sufficiently well known
to give an indication of the volume of air scavenged. If the pp-ll
can be related to volume scavenged, then the salt concentration way
give information on the altitude of fermation of the rain.

(d) A 250-ce aliquot will be set to USGS in Washington for D/li and
01:/015 ratio measurements. It is hoped that these ratio can be
correlated with condensation mixing ratio sufficiently closely to
permit its use for indirect measurement. Together with the other
two tracera this would sive considerable information regardin;, the
condensation and scavenziny process.

(e) Martell and inchester will explore the possibility of havin:
Dr. J. Arnold at Scripps Institution of Oceanography analyze selected
larze-volume samples for Be’, $ 35nd p32, natural cosmic-ray induced
activities which are useful for identifying the proposition of scaven;ed
particles which are of recent stratospheric origin. Dr. “achta will
coordinate the project from the standpoint of fallout, and is authorized
to spend with MIT up to $5,000 of AEC transferred funds.

4. MIT + Stratospheric Circulation Project

The Thursday afternoon meetin: was attended by Starr, Lorenz, White,
Machta, Martell, Junce, Fleisher and myself. The meeting sewed mainly
to bring Starr's yroup up to date on the radicactivity data and problems
in interpretation, and to bring the ‘nuclear’ croup up-to-date on the
general circulation studies at stratospheric altitudes. Starr's AEC
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Se AFCRO - Ceophysics esearch Directorates

Friday was spent at Bedford with Br. Martell and his group (Junce,
Kilkstein andPrevinsky). The laboratory is gradually taking shape.
Results on Ba!40/gr% in rain parallel Eurodas’ and sre very iupressive.
The use of salt concentrations for normelixing specific activity to air
volume scawenzed is being explored. Yb710 may possibly be used similarly.
Tritius eaelysis is expected to get underway on stratospheric samples
next summer. Martell hopes to contract with Suase or Yon Buttlar for
low-level triciun.

wh102 hag been detected in three stratoepheric aalysis samples
covering a wide range of latitedes.. Gendenestion suclet counting
and impectors are being used to study natural dust in the troposphere
end atratesphere. This eppears to be a wide open and important field
for study. Martell and Amge ere now badly in need of wore contract
and equipment funds in order te
sampling get the samples needed to follow up the indications from the
very onsll sumber of seasurenents aesde op fer. Some of the implications
regeuding the fate of bomb debris, troposphere-stratosphere exchange,
chemical reactions in the stratosphere, metecritic accretion, the
origin of natural freezing ouclei and other important questions are
surprising but, eo far, highly speculative.

cc: Dr. Shilling
Mer. Whitnah
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